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w/o/ ;ogq;s ;fj:'rh^

eoT[ p/Bzshnk

;qa joGiB f;zx ih (u'gVk)

w?A gkmeK e'b ep{b eoBk ukj[zdk jK fe u'gVk ;kfjp s'A fpBK nzfwqs
ehosB dh gqekPBk ;zGt BjhA ;h. 1989 ftZu id'A nzfwqs ehosB
gqekfPs eoB dh rZb s[oh T[d'A w?A B"eoh eodk ;K s/ nkgD/ s"o s/
w?rIhB gqekfPs BjhA ;h eo ;edk. u'gVk ;kfjp B/ nzfwqs ehosB
Nq;N pDkT[D dk ;[Mkn fdZsk. fJ; Nq;N dh vhv T[jBK jh fsnko
ehsh s/ nkg th fJZe Nq;Nh pD rJ/.T[d'A s'A b? e/ j[D se Nq;N d/
nekT[AN dk ekoi T[jh ;zGkb oj/ jB. nkofEe ;zeN B{z th T[j fe;/
Bk fe;/ soQK ;zGkb b?Ad/ jB.
nzfwqs ehosB d/ j[D se d/ ;co ftZu fJZe nfjw EzwQ ;q joGiB
f;zx nkgD/ Bkw Bkb Gkt/A u'gVk brk e/ y[P BjhA j[zd/ go fJ; s'A fpBk T[jBK pko/ rZb eoBh Iok
w[Pfeb j' iKdh j?. u'gVk ;kfjp pj[s ;hBhno ukoNv nekT[AN?AN jB. j[D se T[j nB/eK
ftfdnkoEhnK B{z Nq/fBzr d/ u[Ze/ jB i' pVh ;cbsk Bkb nkgDk eko'pko ubk u[e/ jB. u'gVk ;kfjp
pko/ fJj gqf;ZX j? fe fi;B/ T[jBK e'b'A Nq/fBzr b? bJh T[j fco nekT[AN ftZu wko BjhA yKdk.
T[j nB/eK u?ohN/pb ;z;EktK Bkb i[V/ j'J/ jB.fJjBK ;z;EktK B{z wkfJe gZy'A wip{s eoB ftZu
T[jBK dk tZvk jZE j?. T[jBK B/ nB/eK u?ohN/pb NoZ;N ekfJw eoB ftZu tZvk :'rdkB gkfJnk
j?. T[jBK d/ Nq;N ekfJw eoB dh fJsBh gqf;ZXh j'Jh fe id' wzdo w;fid MrVk pj[s uouk ftZu
;h sK w/o/ fJZe fwZso efjzd/ j[zd/ ;B fJj MrVk u'gVk ;kfjp B{z ;"Ag d/Dk ukjhdk j? fJjBK B/ okw
ojhw Nq;N pDk e/ fJ; B{z jZb eo d/Dk j?.
u'gVk ;kfjp d/ ;[Gkn dhnK eJh tzBrhnK jB. eJh tko T[j pj[s fBwo ikgd/ jB. eJh tko T[j
pj[s ;ys ikgd/ jB. ezw eko d/ w;b/ ;w/A T[j ezw d/ mhe j'D B{z soihj fdzd/ jB. ;pzXK B{z T[j
fJZe gk;/ oZy fdzd/ jB. fJ; ekoB eJh b'e T[jBK B{z T[; t/b/ g;zd BjhA eod/ go pknd ftZu T[jh
b'e T[jBK dk XzBtkd eoB bZr g?Ad/ jB. id'A fe;/ rbs rZb pko/ T[j nrb/ B{z r[Z;/ j[zd/ jB sK T[j
efjzd/ jB w?A fJjBK B{z fwmh e[B?B y[nk fojk jK sK fe wb/ohnk Bk j't/ . go eJh tko T[j e[B?B
ftZu fwmk; GoBh G[Zb iKd/ jB s/ fJ; dk Bshik e[fVsB Gfonk wkj"b pD iKdk j?. fJ; fe;w d/
u'gVk ;kfjp d/ pj[s e"V/ fwZm/ siop/ jB. T[jBK e'b p?m e/ fJj rZbK ;[fDnK pVk nBzd th
nkT[Adk j? s/ pj[s e[M f;ZyD B{z th fwbdk j?.
u'gVk ;kfjp pko/ fJZe j'o rZb pVh gqf;ZX j?. T[jBK ehosB eoB ns/ ehosB f;ykT[D dk iBz{B
dh jZd sZe P"e j?. T[j ehosB gq/whnK B{z T[jBK d/ xo ehosB f;ykT[D iKd/ jB. fiZE/ fes/ th
w"ek fwbdk j? nkg ehosB eod/ jB.u'gVk ;kfjp B/ ehosB dh f;Zfynk poQwk fty/ frnkBh w/jo
f;zx ih i' soBskoB ;kfjp d/ gzfvs BZE{ okw ih d/ Pfrod ;B, s'A bJh ;h.pknd ftu e[M ;wK
T[j wk;No fBjkb f;zx ih pzpJh tkfbnK s'A th ehosB f;Zfynk gqkgs eod/ oj/. id'A gzikph
:{Bhtof;Nh fty/ r[owfs ;zrhs dk fvgb'wk e'o; nozG j'fJnk sK T[jBK B/ nB/eK ehosB gq/whnK
B{z fJj fvgb'wk eoB bJh gq/fonk s/ Bkb nkg th fJj e'o; gk; ehsk. T[j ehosB fBoXkfos
okrK ftZu eod/ jB. skb ftZu T[jBK dh gfenkJh dk tZv/ tZv/ ehosBeko th b'jk wzBd/
jB.Mgskb T[jBK dh fgnkoh skb j? fJ; skb ftZu rkfJB eoe/ pj[s nBzd wfj;{; eod/ jB.
Ppd dh B'N/PB pDkT[D ftZu T[j wkfjo jB. B'N/PB s'A ehosB f;ykT[D ftZu th T[jBK B{z w[jkos
jk;b j?.nzfwqs ehosB ftZu B'N/PB tkbk gzBk T[j jh t/yd/ jB. T[; gzB/ ftZu i/ e'Jh rbsh ofj
iKdh sK fJj w/oh nDrfjbh ekoB j? u'gVk ;kfjp sK nkgD/ nekT{AN d/ ezw tKr jh fJ; B{z so{Nh
ofjs eod/ jB. id'A edh w?A nzfwqs ehosB gqekPs eoB dh y/ub ns/ n"eVK t/y e/ v'b iKdk jK
u'gVk ;kfjp w?B{z gq/oBk d/ e/ fco fsnko eo fdzd/ jB. w?A T[jBK dk fisBk th XzBtkd eoK E'jVk
j?.^^^G[Zb u[Ze fywk
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An insightof the book, ‘Sikh Heritage in Paintings’
by S. Makhan Singh
Dr. Harpreet Kaur
The pictorial hard-bound volume namely, Sikh Heritage in Paintings is a compilation of the
paintings from the compendium in the archives Punjab and Sind Bank that depicts in the context
of the Sikh tradition, great and sustained efforts of the Sikh Gurus to overcome the hardened
traditions prevalent in the society and to break rigidly fixed social alignments through the bond
of love for God and humanity. The world view developed by the Gurus impelled them to
challenge the unjust caste order and segregating tendencies of religious dominations and
considered acceptance of the foundation of universal humanism as the beginning of all
solutions. The strings of the Sikh Tree has been knitted together to create an ensuing continuity
and weave the common thread of the human values exalted by our Gurus including complete
devotion and dedication to Almighty, the One God and brotherhood of the entire humanity,
service to humanity, upliftment of downtrodden, righteousness (Dharma), Truth, compassion,
piety, honesty, egalitarianism, endurance, honesty, valour etc.
The pictorial representation has a longer lasting impact on the readers and the conception and
calligraphy of the book is by S. Makhan Singh Ji, Former DGM, PSB, a distinguished Sikh
personality, whose immense contribution is a matter of great pride for the community. In the
historical backdrop, S. Makhan Singh, with utmost thoughtfulness has meticulously detailed
their contexts in a very precise and interesting manner for the benefit of a large number of
readers. The author, in this insightful monograph, has appreciably presented various anecdotes
with a rudimentary chronology that grips the readers.
The book has been dedicated to the Stalwarts of Punjab and Sind Bank, namely, Bhai Sahib Bhai
Vir Singh, Sir Sunder Singh Majithia and Sardar Tarlochan Singh. Imbued with dedication to the
religious essence of Sikhism and their far-sighted vision for the Sikhsin the modern times, all the
three can be aptly described as not only, the leading personalities of India but also of the world.
The Sikh community throughout the world has taken inspiration from their zealous efforts to
create a niche place of the Sikh community even in the changing era and their efforts will be
acclaimed till posterity.
The Punjab and Sind Bank, in its unique effort, initiated a long-standing custom of calendars,
which depicted the Sikh heritage and pioneering events from the lives of Gurus and other holy
men and women. This effort to spread the tenets of Sikhism and acquaint the common people
with the historical insights into the events pertaining to the Sikh history has been commendable
and till the present day, the calendars from Punjab and Sind Bank are adorned in the homes of a
large number of Sikh devotees. This way to serve the community and strike a connecting cord in
the community with the Sikh history, heritage and tenets is indeed, simple and unparalleled.
K.S. Bains, Chairman cum Managing Director of the Bank has penned down the foreword of the
exclusive and priceless pictorial book. Mulk Raj Anand, in his scholarly observation, in the book
has titled it aptly as, ‘In Praise of Painting of Pity and Love of Sikh Traditions’. He mentions that
the Gurus were revered and blessed souls who set examples from their lives for the upliftment of
needy, sick and vulnerable communities. The pity of the agonized and downtrodden and the
efforts of the Gurus to ameliorate their pains are discernible in the paintings. The facial
expression of the characters depicted in the paintings, in fact, elucidates the entire sequence of
8
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occurrences, in a nutshell and the subsequent impact of the same on the character himself and
also, on the onlookers is unique in its own way and conveys the deepest meaning and context of
the event.
The very first painting very aptly illustrates the very Mool Mantra, the cardinal principle of
Sikhism. Mool Mantra, pronounced by Guru Nanak expounds the boundless qualities of One
Reality (Onkar or Akalpurukh). Guru Nanak, in this celestial proclamation enumerates the
Akalpurukh’s immeasurable, divine and innate traits and also reveals the path to salvation. The
firm, absolute and all-embracing devotion of the people in Akalpurukh enlightens their minds,
removes maliciousness in thought and conduct and inspires them to tread on the path of
righteousness and spiritualism.
The next on the canvas is the serene and heavenly abode of Harmandir Sahib, which is the living
symbol of the spiritual and historical traditions of the Sikhs. The tank- temple of Sri Harmandir
Sahib has a very special place and the Sikhs, in their Ardas invoke and seek ‘Sri Amritsar ke
Darshan Ishnan’ i.e., a glimpse of the Holy City and wish to bathe in Amrit Sarovar (pool of
nectar).The artist, in one of the paintings has captured the scene of Kar Seva of the periodic
cleaning of the sacred Sarovar by a large number of enthusiasts, men and women alike.
The Founder of the Sikh Faith, Guru Nanak was a visionary who envisioned a world society and
eliminated all sorts of differences that segregate the society into fixed regimentation and
fervently opposed the redundant traditions that support such distinctions. This universal and
non-sectarian gospel of Guru Nanak laid a foundation of new distinctive faith. A number of
anecdotes from the life of the Guru substantiate this and are included in the book as vividly
envisioned by the artists and painted exquisitely on the canvas. In those times, when the lepers
were isolated, at Goindwal, Amritsar, the Guru did not hesitate to spend a night with a lonesome
and agonized leper inhis hut situated in the outskirts of the town and even when the near and dear
ones had deserted him. The Guru cured him by the magical healing touch and the painting brings
out this episode in a poignant manner.
Even when Guru Nanak had joined the vocation of his father as a shopkeeper, fairness in
dealings was paramount to him and the painting to this effect is self-explicit. The choices one
makes in the trade and occupation have measurable consequences for the rest of the world and
hence, the importance of ethical business is becoming a necessity of the modern commercial
world. In the era of globalization, when commercial dealings and institutions are the leading
factors, it is imperative to endorse the pronouncements made by the First Guru to make the world
a better place to live in. The Guru pronounced that all human beings, regardless of the gender,
caste, race or birth are to be judged only by their deeds. Being true to one’s vocation will not only,
be instrumental in having a well-balanced personality and leading a dignified life but also,
ensure that people transcend in spiritual affairs.
Guru Nanak set up a glistening example of egalitarianism in the epoch marked by the malice of
caste system that had perpetuated itself for the benefit of the upper caste people, who thwarted all
attempts to put an end to it for the protection of their vested interests. Caste by birth is of no avail
and God’s benediction and Grace is bestowed at the place where the lowly are tended. Guru
Nanak preferred to go the house of Bhai Lalo and even had meal with him dissipating the caste
system and reiterating that all are born from one God and there was no differences whatsoever
based on the birth or caste. The emotion of surprise in the villagers is visible, as they could not
imagine that one could undertake such an act of flouting the deep-rooted social norms and the
expression of contentment and gratification is visible in Bhai Lalo who had been subject of
discrimination. The Guru’s face is radiating with a mystical aura revealing his sensitivity
9
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towards the cause of an outcaste. Bhai Mardana who served as his life long companion and was a
part of the mystic experiences is also seen in the picture replicating the Guru with all humility.
Rababi Bhai Mardana, musician companion of the Guru belonged to Muslim faith and was a
‘marasi’ or an outcaste. Yet when Bani descended from the Almighty in form of Divine
Revelations, the Guru used to request Bhai Mardana to take out Rebeck (Rabab) on the ‘throne’
of which Bani would alight and Bhai Mardanagave melodious music to Gurbani.
Cleanliness is Godliness and Guru Nanak urged this on his visits. He was pained to see dirt
littered around in a slum. He motivated the people to resort to self-help for such an endeavor and
after setting ablaze the slums, new dwelling areas with spanking clean surroundings was erected.
In the era when the position of women in the society was pitiable and deplorable, the Guru
condemned the ‘man-made notion’ that gave an inferior status to the women and also,
denounced polygamy and other immoral rituals. The Guru accorded an exalted status to women
who are the bearer of even the mightiest of kings.
The Gurus emphasized the importance of disseminating religious doctrines to the people
through the written literature. Guru Angad Devgavemodified and polished form to Gurmukhi
alphabets. Mata Khivi Ji, Guru Mahal and wife of Guru Angad Dev Ji played an instrumental
role in institutionalizing the system of Langar. Her devotion finds a distinctive reference in the
Sri Guru Granth Sahib. With utmost devotion and dedication, she would prepare and oversee the
preparation of Langar and serve the Sangat, devotees and visitors with humility and hence,
provided a soothing canopy to all and encouraged them to have a spiritual appetite as well. This
not only, explains an exalted role of women in the Sikh society and but also, exemplifies how
dutifully the Sikh women accepted the accompanying role as a wife to further the efforts her
husband in his pursuits. Her painstaking efforts supplemented the efforts of the Great Guru to
spread spiritual enlightenment among the masses and she embraced it as an onerous duty of a
dedicated and devoted wife.This noble cause also visualizes an enhanced role of women and
participation in the activities dedicated to the social cause.
Guru Amar Das distributed small booklets inscribed by Sansar Ram, his grandson among the
devotees to elevate their mental faculties by reading, which can be an assured path towards
empowerment and enlightenment. This was instrumental in making available education to all,
whether downtrodden or underprivileged. The morning sessions of his discourse and the Kirtan
recital in the holy congregations was thronged by a large number of the needy, distressed and
sick, who sought respite and relief from their benefactor and the painting outlines pain on the
faces of people along with an optimistic hope that they would be purged of all problems and
become healthy by merely by the curative touch of the Guru.
Baba Amar Das, even at the age of sixty plus, overlooking his age and the social status and his
relationship with Guru Angad Sahib rendered selfless service to Guru Angad and the Sangat by
bringing water, serving Langar, cleaning utensils etc. His unceasing and continual routine was to
fetch fresh water from River Beas in a big metal pitcher (Gaagar). His daily routine of
preparation for the early morning bath of the Guru would start a little past midnight and for
twelve long years, he would withstand all the vagaries of weather, summer or winter, stormy,
rainy or calm weather. The painting on page 23 depicts the hardships that a man of advancing age
would have faced in this tedious routine and many a times, he would tumble in the darkness of
night in inclement weathers. The painting very minutely reveals the mental disposition through
the facial expressions of Baba Amar Das that reflect his complete dedication and poise even after
stumbling down in the darkness of night. This Seva was well recognized by Guru Angad Sahib
by conferring a robe of honour or Siropa as many as seven times. Seva, a paramount value was
exemplified in the lives and very conduct of the Gurus.
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In the patriarchal times, Guru Amar Das appointed and ordained men and women to conduct
Sikh missionary and parish work by appointing them as territorial deputies or Vicars (Manji).
The districts in the charge of women were Pirhian (from Pirhi or low-sitting stools) from where
they convened as a preacher to a large number of believers. This served as a major step towards
discontinuing degrading traditions, disapproving gender discrimination, denouncing the evil
tradition of Sati and more positively, recognizing the leadership qualities in the women. In the
society when women were denied privileges and burnt alive when their husbands would die, the
imaginary in the painting depicting the missionary work by women is revolutionary in the sense
it presents the progressive vision of the Guru in questioning the prevalent system and
disapproving the role of women as mute, unquestioning and unequal.
A single painting, with different sections elucidates the entire chain of events pertaining to the
episode of Gangu and one would be curious to fathom the sequence of events. The painting by
Devender Singh shows how Gangu approached Guru Amar Das to seek his blessings to promote
his livelihood. A section of the painting shows Gangu turning away the needy person who
approached him but very soon, the impact of this disapproving conduct was visible and he
realized his mistake and fell at the Guru’s feet for his discourteous and self-centered behavior
and in his later years, remained steadfast to the promise given to Guru in all his pursuits.
Bhai Jehta Ji, due to compulsions of his life, at a very tender age was obliged to earn his living by
selling boiled wheat grains as presented on the canvas impelling penetrating contemplation by
one and all. The inclination to help the needy was his natural disposition and hence, used to
distribute boiled grains among them, although he was supposed to earn his livelihood out the
vocation. Bhai Jehta Ji was bestowed by the divine succession and was called as Ram Das, the
Fourth Guru of the Sikhs. The painting on the page 36 depicts commencing the construction
work of Amritsar on 13 June, 1577 by Guru Ram Das. The holy place is visited by such a large
number of people that has become exemplary and taking bath in the holy Sarovar is an act of faith
till date.
The Fifth Guru, Guru Arjun Dev in order to alleviate the condition of farmers suffering from
draught guided them to dig Persian wheel (Chheharta) wells of six-channels and outlets to
irrigate the fields. The deprived, sick and destitute were under the care of the Fifth Guru and a
Leper Home was built near the holy Sarovar of Taran Taran Sahib for the treatment of the sick.
By his own example, the Guru inspired a large number of people to take care of them and the
heart touching paintings on pages 40 and 45 reveals the plight of the sick and lepers along with
the fervor of the devotees of the Guru to follow the example. The Sikh Gurus made social service
or Seva a prerequisite to the spiritual development and the Sikh way of life.
Another episode that finds mention in the book, which demonstrates the importance of clean
environment and need to keep the surroundings clean, was when Guru Arjun Dev distinguished
the bright red bricks from the kiln of Bhai Bahilo. He had prepared the bricks after collecting
garbage of the city on his head, taken it to the kiln and prepared the bricks for the construction of
Harmandir Sahib. Such an example from our rich heritage can be an exemplar for the escalating
environmental problems. Another painting shows that out of the entire congregation, the Guru
acknowledged Bhai Banno who had rendered selfless services in the construction of Harmandir
Sahib and served him the platter first of all in the Pangat. The profound foresight of the Guru
made him visualize the impending warfare that would become a necessity during the times of
succeeding Gurus, and as a precursor stimulated the people to learn horse riding and to take up
horse-trading as profession.
Guru Arjun called as ‘Bani Ka Bohitha’ gave precious and immortal gift to the humanity. The
11
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poiseand absorption of the composer and editor, Guru Arjun and the scribe, Bhai Gurdas while
compiling of the Granth in the tranquil and serene background of the Sarovar depicts the art of
writing as an act of faith that entails relentless efforts and concentration. Guru Arjun had deeply
studied, modified and edited the manuscripts to envisage the prime place accorded to One God.
The Holy Granth Sahib was installed at Sri Darbar Sahib, Amritsar with reverence at a higher
pedestal and Baba Buddha Ji was appointed as the First Granthi. The soothing and relieving
effect of Bani rendition is visible on the devotees who were the part of the holy congregation at
Harmandir Sahib. Due to these religious and human undertakings, the supreme sacrifice of Guru
Arjunwas imminent, which has been described byDr. Trump, a Christian Scholaras ‘a great
turning point in the development of the Sikh community’, and Hari Ram Gupta pays tribute to
the Great Guru by saying, “Guru Arjun set the noblest example of courage and boldness in
resisting the wrongs of mightiest power on the earth and thus, sowed the seed which was to bear
rich fruit in due course”.
Guru Hargobind, the Sixth Nana portrayed the elevated and enlightened role of Baba Budha Ji in
preaching the essential religious tenets and respecting the noble customs true to Sikhi and
described him as epitome of Sikhi. At the instance of Guru Arjun Sahib, Mata Ganga Ji
approached Baba Budha Ji with a simple rustic meal and Baba Ji smashing the onion
instantaneously, showered the blessing on her that she would bear a fearless son who would
smash the heads of the wicked like he had smashed the onion. Bandi Chhor, the Saviour Guru
accepted his release from the Fort of Gwalior only along with his co-prisoners, 52 Kings and
arrived at Amritsar on auspicious occasion of Diwali.Dara Sihkoh, eldest son of Jahangir was
seriously ill and was graciously cured by Guru Hargobind.
Even when Guru Hargobind was a child, efforts were made to harm him and he thwarted the
attempt of the snake charmer to harm him by letting a poisonous snake loose and much to the
surprise of the onlookers as depicted in the sketch. The Gurus were possessors of the divine
powers, yet miracles were not a common practice with them and it was only in exceptional
circumstance that such miracles were done by the Gurus. Queen Nur Jahan, beautiful wife of
Emperor Jahangir was an ardent devotee of the Sixth Guru and the image captures Nur Jahan
along with the Hindu and Sikhs alike in the assembled congregation.
The environmental concerns are depicted on page 62 in the episode when Guru Har Rai, as a
young child was strolling in an orchard and a rose got entangled in the fringe of his robe and was
separated from the branch. The concern for the environment is a part of the integrated approach
to life and nature and consequently, Guru Hargobind did not overlook this instance, however
trivial it would appear. Guru Hargobind explicated to the child Guru Har Rai about the
importance of life of the plants and animals that are living organisms and a considerate human
being must be conscious of their relationship with the rest of creation, not harm them, rather one
must nurture them with full tenderness. This proves the far-sightedness of our Gurus in
recognizing that the relationship of human beings with other beings is of primal importance if
they cannot find harmony with nature, the consequences will be disastrous. The vegetative cover
on the earth is vital for sustainability and it is onerous duty of each and every human being to
shower utmost care and protect the plants for the sake of posterity.
Guru Har Krishan at the tender age of five years and eight months was anointed as the Guru.
Small pox or some mysterious disease had afflicted the residents of Delhi and a large number of
people thronged him for his healing touch. The artists in two paintings included herein have
given an agonizing, yet vivid presentation of the scene when the residents, Hindus and Muslims
alike, approached the Guru with devotion and complete faith in his Divine touch. The agony of
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the people is visible from the facial expressions and bodily appearances of the people lying on
the streets. The divine blessings of the Guru gave solace to them all and his magic touch cured
them. Bhai Santokh Singh detailing the divine aura of the personality of Guru has said, “The
early morning sun looks small in size but its light is everywhere, so was Guru Har Krishan’s
fame, without limit”.
Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji, ‘Dharam Da Rakha’or Protector of the Religion and ‘Hind Di Chaddar’
or the Sheet of Hindustan is exemplary in his supreme sacrifice. The Guru endured hardships for
the cause of Kashmiri Pandits who had approached in a delegation to the Guru threatened by the
fear of forcible conversations by the tyrant rulers. For the protection of human rights and for
ensuring the freedom to profess religion of one’s choice, prolonged tortures were borne
unwearyingly by the Ninth Guru in the Divine Name. The heroic act of Bhai Jaitha Rangretta,
who despite all security succeeded to pick up the Guru’s severed scared head, covered it with all
respect and reached Anandpur Sahib and placed before Guru Gobind Singh who showered
blessings on Guru Ka Bete,is vividly painted on the canvas.
The entire life of Guru Gobind Singh was devoted to obliterate all differences. The divine light in
the Guru was perceptible even at the birth, when at the time of his birth Pir Bhikam Shah, a
Muslim Mystic performed an act that was contrary to his religious customs and offered prayers
in the Easterly direction, in place of West. Even as a child, in the episode of Pir Bhikan Shah of
Thaska, this divine spark is discernible. On reaching Patna Sahib, Pir Bhikan Shah offered two
bowls and the Guru placed hands on both the pitchers, one that contained milk and other
water,with the inference implicit that both the religions, Hinduism and Islam are equal and it was
comprehended by the Pir, the child was not ordinary and has a divine spark.
The Guru gave providential blessings to Pir Budhu Shah for his dedication in the war for
righteousness. During the battle of Bhangani, when 500 Pathans kept on his recommendation
turned unfaithful, the Pir was dismayed and offered his four sons and 1500 devotees. The Guru
duly acclaimed such an act of faith and presented him hair entangled in his comb as desired by
the Pir. Mata Sahib Kaur, Mahal of Guru Gobind Singh poured sugarplum into the Vessel of the
Holy Amrit and as Mother of Khalsa organized and led the Khalsa in the trial times after the
Guru. There is no example akin to the symbiotic relationship of the Guru and his disciples in any
religion and the tradition of ‘Ape Gur Chela’ has been illustrated magnificently in the book in the
picture wherein the Tenth Guru with all humility bows down before the PanjPayaras.
The picture of Guru Gobind Singh seated on the horse standing on a mount, with eagle held in his
hands has a message to convey that the Khalsa created by him has the power to triumph against
all odds with preparedness and fearlessness and can be placed at the higher echelons with their
valour, code of discipline (Rahit), good conduct and faith.
The composition of Barah Maha has been elucidated eloquently in the paintings included in this
hardcover volume. Guru Arjun Dev composed Barah Maha and a tribute to the Guru was the
theme of the yearly calendar in 2006. The year solemnly marks the 400th year of the martyrdom
of Guru Arjun. As part of the archive of the rich Sikh heritage, these picturesque paintings are,
undoubtedly, a visual treat and bring out graphic description of the twelve months. The supreme
longing for the Supreme Being is depicted in all weathers which change during the course of the
year but the divine lover always longs for merging with God unaffected by the vagaries of
weather. Even with the commencement of spring, the flowering of the forests and the cuckoo
singing melodiously on the mango tree, there is an unfathomable longing in the hearts as the
bride is separated with her spouse, all this is symbolically represented in the painting of ‘Chetu’
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month. So, a vivid and beautiful scene of spring month is photographically presented in the
painting on page number80.
The inclusion of paintings of Baba Sheikh Farid, Bhagat Dhanna, Bhagat Trilochan, Bhagat
Kabir, Bhagat Namdev, Bhagat Ravidas and other holy men reiterates the inter-cultural texture
of Guru Granth Sahib. All of them span across different times and belong to diverse religions,
sects and castes; among them were ‘so-called’ low castes having an underlying unity of thought
for they accord a special place to the celestial Bani emanating from One God. Bhai Kanhiya’s
painting shows him serving water to the deceased in the battlefield to the wounded soldiers
irrespective of the fact whether they belonged to the Muslim orthe Sikh faith and the entire
humanity for him was God’s reflection and this historical painting is replicated again and again.
Langar, infact, a harbinger of new social consciousness for all is rightly considered as one of the
practical measures taken by our Gurus to eradicate social divisions in the society. Everyone is
seated in the Pangat without any distinctions of caste or creed for partaking Langar i.e., eating
together from the common kitchen, infact, endorses all-inclusive equality of the human beings
without any distinction of caste, creed, status and religion. The institution of Langar had prime
importance in creating an equal society in the times of Gurus and even later. Bhai Nand Lal
successfully managed Langar at Anandpur Sahib where food was served to all at all times, even
at odd times. Bhai Tara Singh of Van and his family ardently continued the tradition of Langar
and care to the injured, men or animals even the cost of his life. Bhai Buddhu Shah prepared
Langar for the Sangat in routine and on one day of heavy downpour, he used the wooden doors of
his house as firewood for the preparation of Langar to the people. Three basic tenets of Sikhism,
Kirta Karo, Nam Japo and Vand Chhakois an act of faith with the Sikhs even in the times of
paucity of resources or when they were undergoing all sorts of hardships in the trail times and the
picture is an apt manifestation of this.
Most of the pictures exhibit that multiculturalism was the way of life at the societal level,
although the political scene was marked by the Mughal ascendancy and the imperial officials
were indulging in all sorts of atrocities. The society was reeling under the oppression of the
atrocious Mughal Rulers and the Gurus raised their voice against their cruelty and instilled a
sense of confidence in them.
The fervour of the children to remain steadfast to Sikhi is visible from the episode of the youth
who was being sacrificed along with Banda Singh Bahadur and his companions. He readily laid
his life for the Faith despite being pardoned by the Mughals as her mother had pleaded his
innocence and brought orders of his release. But he refused to be separated from his companions
laying life for the sake of religion. The extreme of torture that the atrocious officials could inflict
on the innocent people and the height of forbearance of the devout Singhs is the highpoint of the
picture. Another Sikh child during the Akali Movement fearlessly entered the precincts of the
court of Jalandhar with Kirpan when the British Government banned it. These episodes
highlight the fervour of the children of the Sikh community in upholding the precepts and
traditions of the faith even in dire circumstances.
The role of great women in the Sikh history is cited in the paintings from the compendium. Mata
Gujri bared all hardships with the younger Sahibzadas in the tower at Sirhind. Mata Sunder Kaur
assumed her mantle of providing leadership to the Khalsaafter the sudden exit of Guru Gobind
Singh, with great prudence, valour and far-sight. Her relentless efforts to spread Gursikhi were
visible in her works. She issued Hukamnamas to the Sikhs individually and to the Sangats
seeking their assistance and aid for the community, distributed Gutkas to the devotees to bring
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them closer to the daily prayersand organized Langar system and thus, strengthened the socioeconomic and religious pillars for the sake of the community when a sudden void was created,
which was filled stately by her. Mata Sahib Kaur, revered mother of the Khalsa has been given
befitting homage by the splendid painting dedicated to her.
Mai Bhago’s glorious role in charging the faithless forty deserters for their cowardice and
stirring them to fight at Mukatsar, ultimately redeemed them,this is well highlighted in the
graphic picture. Sardarni Sada Kaur, Frontrunner of the Kanhiya Misl was instrumental in
establishing Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s rule in Punjab. Sardarni Balbir Kaur scarified her infant
child and herself against the atrocities unleashed by the British on the innocent people proving
that the flame of spirit and sacrifice laid down by the Gurus is still burning.
Banda Singh Bahadur, commissioned by the Tenth Master to pursue the struggle for
Righteousness imbibed the secular principles laid by our Gurus in his Raj, however short-lived it
was. He had instructed his soldiers not to demolish Mausoleums or Masjids during his military
expeditions and a number of historians have verified it presenting valid facts and dispelling any
doubts raised on him. Maharaja Ranjit Singh who laid foundation of the first Sikh Raj in Punjab,
considered himself a Sevadar of the Tenth Guru, Gobind Singh and even rewarded the work of a
Muslim Calligrapher who has inscribed Quran meticulously and gave donations generously and
unreservedly to the places of worship belonging to different faiths.
A short history of the paintings has been penned down in Punjabi, Hindi and English at the end of
the book by S. Makhan Singh, reiterating the message contained for the larger benefit of
multilingual readers of present and posterity. The community that has an ardent fervor and
utmost devotion inculcated in its entire populace, including women, children or men, then there
is no doubt, that such an enlightened community has a bright future. Sincere efforts are to be
made to bring the succeeding generations closer to the rich history and heritage in an interesting
and absorbing way and in fact, this humble endeavor by Punjab and Sind Bank to disseminate
this message through its yearly calendars is laudable. The paintings of artists pertain to various
social issues and problems encountered by the people of those times and the milieu that
surrounded them. The everyday objects and life forms around them is depicted so intently that
any reader who gives a casual glimpse or intently looks into the paintings, the embedded but not
easily perceived becomes evident to one and all. The artist brings out those emotions, reactions
and perceptions, which cannot be seen or felt easily. The paintings, in all authenticity reveals the
social ideas of the Gurus and pinpoint the social conditions of their times through delving into
history after a thorough and laborious research.
S. Makhan Singh Ji has depicted the historical narratives and string of events collected from
various sources and presented it in his unique style in a very stimulating manner in the pictorial
book, which is an engrossing experience for the readers and ‘a divine journey’ if one looks with
an eye of faith. A unique and refreshing way of book of a different style reinvigorates people and
urges them to comprehend the narratives of the events with an insightful understanding. The
humanist import of the message spread by the Gurus is the crux stirring the thinking of the people
and impels them to take a fresh look into the Sikh perspective and issues in the modern setting.
Associate Prof. and Head, Department of Pol. Sc., Sri Guru Gobind Singh College of
Commerce, University of Delhi & General Secretary, Punjabi Sahit Kala Sangam
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;[o fbgh^ okr rT[Vh dZyDh
T[;skd ;[oihs f;zx

foyp tkdh gzuw ;ztkdh ;wk fdBdk u"Ek gfjo iksh n"vt^;zg{oB .
no'jh L^ ; o[, w g, B ; .
nto'jh L^ ;A B X[ g, w r o[, ; .
w[Zy nzr L^ ; o[, w g, X[ w g, r o[ ^, w r o[ ^, ; .
;[oL^ foyp X?ts e'wb pkeh P[ZX. no'jh ftZu rzXko n'o X?ts BjhA bZrd//.
gqXkB nzr g{opkoX rT[Vh dZyDh d/ Bkw s'A jh ;gZPN j' iKdk j? fe fJj okr dZyDh
;zrhs gZXsh dk j?. r[o{ BkBe d/t ih B/ fiZE/ T[Zsoh ;zrhs gZXsh ƒ ngBkfJnk j?
T[ZE/ dZyDh ;zrhs gZXsh ƒ ;thekfonk j?. fit/A fe rT[Vh dZyDh, tvjz; dZyDh,
fpbktb dZyDh, okwebh dZyDh, wko{ dZyDh ns/ gqGksh dZyDh e[M ;zrhsp/sk fJ;
okr dk ;wK ;t/o dk wzBd/ jB gozs{ tkdh ;[o ;gse d/ g{opKr ftZu j'D eoe/ rT[Vh
dZyDh dk ;wK fdB dk u"Ek gfjo jh mhe p?mdk j?.
;EkJh L^
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Ppd noE
gauVI mhlw 1 dKxI ]
Gauree, First Mehl, Dakhanee:

suix suix bUJY mwnY nwau ] qw kY sd bilhwrY jwau ]
I am forever a sacrifice to the one who listens and hears, who understands and believes in

the Name.
Awip Bulwey Taur n Twau ]
When the Lord Himself leads us astray, there is no other place of rest for us to find.

qUM smJwvih myil imlwau ]1]
You impart understanding, and You unite us in Your Union. ||1||

nwmu imlY clY mY nwil ]
I obtain the Naam, which shall go along with me in the end.

ibnu nwvY bwDI sB kwil ]1] rhwau ]
Without the Name, all are held in the grip of Death. ||1||Pause||

KyqI vxju nwvY kI Et ]
My farming and my trading are by the Support of the Name.

pwpu puMnu bIj kI pot ]
The seeds of sin and virtue are bound together.

kwmu k®oDu jIA mih cot ]
Sexual desire and anger are the wounds of the soul.

nwmu ivswir cly min Kot ]2]
The evil-minded ones forget the Naam, and then depart. ||2||

swcy gur kI swcI sIK ]
True are the Teachings of the True Guru.

qnu mnu sIqlu swcu prIK ]
The body and mind are cooled and soothed, by the touchstone of Truth.

jl purwiein rs kml prIK ]
This is the true mark of wisdom: that one remains detached, like the water-lily, or the lotus
upon the water.

sbid rqy mITy rs eIK ]3]
Attuned to the Word of the Shabad, one becomes sweet, like the juice of the sugar cane. ||3||

hukim sMjogI giV ds duAwr ]
By the Hukam of the Lord's Command, the castle of the body has ten gates.

pMc vsih imil joiq Apwr ]
The five passions dwell there, together with the Divine Light of the Infinite.

Awip qulY Awpy vxjwr ]
The Lord Himself is the merchandise, and He Himself is the trader.

nwnk nwim svwrxhwr ]4]5]
O Nanak, through the Naam, the Name of the Lord, we are adorned and rejuvenated. ||4||5||
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